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Credit Scores: The Silent Kill at1:00pm and I. D. One song Elliott Management’s Paul Singer While regulation of the consumer credit
Theft: Prevention and Recovery at 2:00pm.
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THE TRUE STORY OF THE TIME THE
GOVERNMENT PRINTED A $100,000
BILL

By Rob Wile, Business Insider
A $1 trillion-dollar coin seems like a high
denomination to ask the government to print.
Some say its weight could sink the Titanic! (This
is benightedly ludicrous).
But one time, the U.S. government actually got
1/10000000th of the way there — by printing a
$100,000 bill. And it really helped the economy.
The year was 1933. We were in the midst of a
worldwide depression characterized by massive
deflation.
President Roosevelt ordered Americans to
surrender any gold they held to the government.
The reason: no one was buying anything with
cash. Gold hoarding and bartering were also
reducing the amount of funds flowing into the
government.
Americans agreed to surrender their gold, but it
wasn't enough......Because Roosevelt also agreed
to bail out the banks. That was good news for
consumers but bad news for currency control. So
Roosevelt proposed the Treasury take over the
Federal Reserve's gold supplies.
The pluses: Once the federal government
controlled all the gold, it could better enforce its
plans to devalue the dollar (thus reflating the
economy).
The costs: end of Fed independence.
Fed
Chairman Gene Black was sympathetic but wary.
He advised the decision was best left up to
Congress.
Congress took up the measure in January 1933.
The Democrat-controlled Senate — a first since
World War I — helped get the measure passed
Jan. 31. The Gold Reserve Act of 1934 set a new
federal exchange rate for gold at $35, but only for
the purposes of foreign exchange.
It also allowed the Treasury to print bills to pay
for the Federal Reserve's gold. And one of them
was worth $100,000. (It had Woodrow Wilson on
the face).

Spoiler alert: It worked.

CREDIT CLASS FOR YOUR
CUSTOMERS
Could you make more loans if your customers
could improve their credit reports?
We will come to your business and conduct a
class on credit reports and credit scores for your
customers.
Call now and schedule a class. These classes are
free for our members.

CALIFORNIA
CONGRESSWOMAN ASKS
EQUIFAX TO EXPLAIN
SENSITIVE CONSUMER DATA

U.S. Rep. Jackie Speier, Wednesday called
upon Atlanta-based consumer credit reporting
agency Equifax Inc. to prove its subsidiary, The
Work Number, is not compromising laws that
protect an individual's financial and personal
privacy. NBCNews.com last week reported
salary and other sensitive employment
information on millions of Americans in a
large, but little-known database, created
through an Equifax-owned company called
The Work Number, is being sold to debt
collectors, financial service companies and
other entities. Speier made the request in a
letter, cosigned by six members of Congress, to
Equifax Chairman and CEO Richard F. Smith.
"The Work Number appears to have operated
under the radar, with little public awareness of
the vast trove of data it was gathering," Speier
said in a statement. "There is no greater threat
to privacy than the creation of a database of
sensitive consumer financial and personal
information sold for profit for purposes that are
unclear and without the knowledge of the
consumer. Equifax needs to explain exactly
how it is using this data, and provide evidence
that The Work Number does not pose a threat
to the privacy of 190 million
Americans." (creditandcollectionnews.com,
2-7-13)

FTC REPORT CONFIRMS
CREDIT REPORTS ARE
ACCURATE
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) released
its latest study on credit reports today and
reconfirmed the findings of several recent
studies that conclude that credit reports are
highly accurate and play a critical role in
facilitating access to fair and affordable
consumer credit. The FTC's research
determined that 2.2 percent of all credit reports
have an error that would increase the price a
consumer would pay in the marketplace and
that fully 88% of errors were the result of
inaccurate information reported by lenders and
other data sources to nationwide credit bureaus.
The study also showed that 95 percent of
consumers are unaffected by errors in their
credit report.Stuart Pratt, president and CEO of
the Consumer Data Industry Association
(CDIA), said, "Most consumers are well aware
that their credit report is a fundamental
reflection of their discipline and responsibility
when accessing and using consumer credit.
This additional study from the US
government's chief consumer protection agency
should reassure consumers that they can
depend upon the accuracy of their credit
history." (2-11-13 credit&collectionnews.com)

NEW CREDIT CARD LIMITS JUMP
IN 2012

The amount of new credit card limits opened in
the first three quarters of 2012 hit $675 billion,
up from $523 billion during the same period in
2010, according to Equifax's latest National
Consumer Credit Trends Report.
The report also shows that those new limits
represent less than a third of all outstanding
balances. Equifax Chief Economist Amy Crews
Cutts hailed the data as a sign that consumers
are using credit cards responsibly, even as
banks loosen some of their underwriting
guidelines.
Originations remain about one third lower than
their pre-recession peak, leading Cutts to
suggest that the "consumer-led recovery" is
working - although Americans still need more
time to fully regain the ground they lost in
2008.
Retail credit cards supported most of the gains
last year, but bank credit cards also saw a larger
percentage increase in the past two years.
Retailers and issuing partners opened up $47.5
billion in new credit through November, a 17
percent jump from 2010's report. With more
than $132 billion in new credit limits through
the end of September, bank credit cards jumped
44 percent from the low point of the recession.
Credit utilization remains low across most bank
credit card accounts. Consumers used only 22
percent of their available limits, Equifax
reports. During the same period, year-over-year
write-off rates dropped another 20 percent,
demonstrating a cultural shift to using cash and
preserving credit. The number of active credit
cards stabilized among the 300 million mark,
but banks have yet to see a downward swing in
portfolio quality, according to Equifax.
Equifax also noted that new auto loans hit a
five-year high in September, reflecting an
improvement economists have seen in
unsecured borrowing. (Collections & Credit
Risk, 1-17-13)

KCB INFO SERVICES HOURS
Monday - Friday 9:00am to 4:30pm
Close from 12:30pm to 1:30pm
KCB Information Services offers: Consumer
Credit Reports, ServicePlus Credit Reports
Collections Reports, Employment Credit
reports, Residential Mortgage Credit Reports,
Merged Credit Reports, Fannie Mae & Freddie
Mac access, Criminal background checks,
LiveScan Finger Printing, Tenant Screening
Reports, Flood Zone Determination, Flood Life
of Loan Certification, AVMs, 4506-T, Income
Tax Verifications, Real Estate Tax Payment
Verifications and Identity Authentication.
KCB Information Services has served
businesses since 1928 and serves Central
Illinois for Experian and Equifax.

